
one describes as a rod out of the sten of Jess&'. The exterrml

peace and safety is seen to extent oven to the animl w=14 for

the curse in to be rewired so that the lamb and the calf need no

longer fear the wolf and the lion, nor is the child in danger of hn*

from the anp. The universality of thin conttttion in vividly portrayed

In verse nine where it in stated that 'the earth shall be full of

the knowloige of the LORD,, as the waters cover the am." There is

no suggetton here of a situation in which isolated Christians are

scattered through a world that is large)., hostile to God, but a clear

prediction that the condition described in to be universal,* The us.

believing radical may dismiss this an hantttsy; an to the liberal, it

in hard to avoid questioning either his honeetj or his intelligence

if he soeke to persuade us that it finds adequate fuiftilnont in this

oe ago*

One need net seek for profound and aoMllc-a4ed evidences that,

It has been poised that a golden ao of righteousness will occur

upon thin er.rth. The few assagee alrea4r cited, while forming nay

a very snall portion of the material bearing upon the subject, are

sufficient in themselves to prove the fact. Two matters of importance

are not touched uon in these ,aasagae, namnlr, the time when the

promised olden.ago will begin, and its length.

The answer to the first of those quections, while it can easily

be gleaned from the Old Testament itself* is most readily' ascertained

by' a comparison with the Now ?eeteent. isaiah 3.1:4 tells us that one

of the characteristics of the oromined under those reign external

peace and safety are to be universal oven within the animal creation,
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